
Movian - Bug #2068
Seeking in MTS files is not working
03/20/2014 01:13 PM - Tyrant Max

Status: Fixed Start date: 03/20/2014
Priority: Immediate Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Found in version: Latest Platform: PS3
Description

Hello,

I noticed today that if you fast forward an .mts file: the video stops. 
I tried from internal and from samba shares. It was working fine before.

Cant upload a file right now but it can be reproduced easily with any .mts file.

cheers

Associated revisions
Revision 6b3c3720 - 04/16/2014 10:53 PM - Andreas Smas

Update libav with fix for incorrect DVHS packet framing

Fixes #2068

History
#1 - 03/20/2014 04:03 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from .MTS stops if you Fast Forward to Seeking in TS and MTS files is not working (All platforms)
- Target version set to 4.6
- Found in version changed from 4.5.283 to Latest

Probably broken after libav10.

Checked on 00021.MTS and 0000000100000001STR.ts from the lib.

#2 - 03/20/2014 04:09 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Seeking in TS and MTS files is not working (All platforms) to Seeking in MTS files is not working (All platforms)

The samples in the lib are short. Downloading bigger sample.

#3 - 03/20/2014 04:12 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Seeking in MTS files is not working (All platforms) to Seeking in MTS files is not working
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Can't reproduce. Please attach the sample.

#4 - 03/21/2014 10:54 AM - Tyrant Max

yo,

Here is a sample: 193mb [[https://www.mediafire.com/?30z4axscooa3apf]] with small files it will blackscreen with files bigger than 1gb it stops playing.

#5 - 03/21/2014 11:03 AM - Leonid Protasov

I seen on my small files that ST is just like processing/skipping the stream and then continue playing.

#6 - 03/21/2014 11:15 AM - Tyrant Max

grab a bigger file from here [[https://www.mediafire.com/?qrhtvspsh75paok]] like a 2gb one.

#7 - 03/23/2014 10:34 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted

Tyrant Subarachi Bunduru wrote:

grab a bigger file from here [[https://www.mediafire.com/?qrhtvspsh75paok]] like a 2gb one.

I can confirm the bug

#8 - 04/15/2014 11:50 PM - Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from Normal to Urgent

#9 - 04/15/2014 11:50 PM - Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from Urgent to Immediate

#10 - 04/16/2014 10:54 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:git|6b3c3720f1432bb4a24f62e247931d605ce1cacf.
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